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MAYNARD AKKERMAN ENTERS NASTT HALL OF FAME

M

aynard Akkerman, president, chief executive officer and owner
of Akkerman Inc., is one of three individuals named to the
North American Society for Trenchless Technology Hall of Fame.
Akkerman was formally recognised at the No-Dig Show on 19 March
2019, in Rosemont, Illinois, USA. Also honoured were Chris Macey,
senior technical director at AECOM, and Bob Westphal, senior
advisor of operations for Michels Corp.
Akkerman has dedicated his career to the principals of the NASTT’s
mission through trenchless underground construction equipment
innovation and advocacy. He began full-time employment in his
father’s sewer and water construction company as a young adult 45
years ago. His father, D.H. Akkerman, developed his own line of pipe
jacking equipment and in 1973 launched Akkerman Manufacturing.
From 1973 to 1987, Akkerman was part of the construction crew on
numerous tunnelling and pipe jacking projects and in the plant Maynard Akkerman.
involved with various phases of equipment fabrication.
In 1987, Maynard purchased the manufacturing business and renamed it Akkerman Inc. and has
been at its helm since. Under his leadership, the company has grown expeditiously. In 1995,
Akkerman successfully introduced the first U.S.-based microtunnelling system. As of 2018,
Akkerman manufactures five distinct lines of trenchless equipment, reports worldwide sales and
employs 80 full-time employees.
Akkerman served two terms on the NASTT Board of Directors from 1995 to 1998. During his
career, Maynard has contributed and been recognised in many other capacities outside of the
NASTT. He was a contributing member to the microtunnelling standards committee for the ASCE
for the first microtunnelling standard in 2001, named the 2003 Underground Construction MVP by
the Gulf Coast Trenchless Association and the 2008 Person of the Year by Trenchless Technology
Magazine. Maynard was nominated to The Moles in May of 2009. In 2015, he was on the BlueRibbon Review Committee for the ASCE’s Pilot Tube and Other Guided Boring Methods standard.
Akkerman Inc. is a leading employer in southern Minnesota, and Maynard is a steadfast supporter
of community development, betterment and fundraising initiatives, as well as promoting
Manufacturing in Minnesota. Maynard is an active member of the Minnesota and Austin Chambers
of Commerce, member and past chair of the Development Corporation of Austin’s executive
committee and Enterprise Minnesota’s Manufacturing advisory group. Website:
www.akkerman.com

CAPPAGH ADDS TRENCHLESS CONTRACTING WITH
ALLEN WATSON ACQUISITION

T

he Cappagh Group of Companies recently
announced it has completed the acquisition
of Allen Watson Limited (AWL). Cappagh,
founded in 1973, is a leading civil engineering
services provider, serving the construction
industry across the South of England. The
company focusses on providing a dependable,
agile service for large clients across the Utility,
Highway, Airside and Land Remediation sectors
and supplying exceptional services for
construction
companies
and
developers
including
recycled
aggregates,
utility
connections and skip hire.
Allen Watson is a specialist trenchless Trenchless contracting services adds to
contracting service provider, formed in 1984. It Cappagh capabilities.
offers clients trenchless services installing
Water, Gas and Electricity across the UK. A market leader in Horizontal Directional Drilling, Rock
Drilling and Guided Auger Boring, AWL provides clients with solutions to the installation of
essential services where conventional open-cut excavation is not desirable or possible. Cappagh will
acquire the entire Share capital and assets whilst the selling owners of Allen Watson will remain
with the business and assist with its ongoing operation. Allen Watson will continue to trade under its
own, recognisable, brand. “Acquiring Allen Watson offers an exciting opportunity for Cappagh to
strengthen and expand its service offering into technical trenchless contracting which is
complementary to our existing skill-set.” explained Michael Ferncombe, Group Managing Director
of Cappagh. “With its existing prestigious clients and compatible geographical coverage, the
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acquisition of Allen Watson supports our strategy to lead the market and meet clients’ requirements
for a single service provider to manage complex construction projects from start to finish.”
Martin Watson, co-founder and Managing Director of Allen Watson also commented: “Cappagh’s
acquisition of Allen Watson provides a major growth opportunity for both businesses by offering an
‘end to end’ service. As our clients and their customers’ expectations increase, we are perfectly
placed to support them by providing essential services with very low disruption and disturbance.
The added resources of the Cappagh Group will allow us to expand and meet their growing
requirements.” Martin Watson will remain in the business along with co-owner Peter Hodgson and
all other existing staff, providing a seamless transition to new ownership. Allen Watson will join the
Cappagh Group of Companies with combined turnover that now exceeds £100 million and operates
nationally. Websites: www.cappagh.co.uk or www.allenwatson.com

MCELROY REVELS IN 50 YEARS OF FUSION

M

cElroy, a 65-year-old company
with small beginnings as a
contract job shop, recently announced
its 50th year as a leading manufacturer
of thermoplastic pipe fusion machines
that are used worldwide.
“If you look at the industries that
have already embraced this technology,
they believe in it.” said Chip McElroy,
President of McElroy. “Those people
are already believers and are
challenging us to make our equipment
more efficient, even easier to operate
and to create the tools that let pipeline
owners know joints were done per
specification.”
McElroy found its niche in the
thermoplastics world in 1969 when
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Art shakes hands with Jean Louthan, a
chemical engineer from Phillips Driscopipe at
Phillips’ facility in Perryton, Texas, USA.
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Left: Selling direct in the early years and (right) Chip McElroy drives the first TracStar
machine on a jobsite in 1997.
Phillips DriscoPipe asked the company founder Art McElroy to design a 2 in (50 mm) prototype
machine for their high-density polyethylene (PE) pipe product. This led to the 4 in (100 mm) Hand
Pump and more sizes developed rapidly after that along with stationary and wheeled models and
eventually tracked vehicles.
Art McElroy accurately predicted a sustainable future in fusion and adopted a philosophy to stay
ahead of the game by investing in engineering and product development. Its equipment was relied
on heavily in the construction of natural gas distribution systems and today thermoplastics are
gaining ground in nearly every industry, as heat-fused, leak-free joints are accepted as a reliable
piping solution.
McElroy sold direct initially. Its sales team gave demos, trained customers, rented machines, sold
parts, made repairs and logged a lot of miles. In 1981, Art McElroy created McElroy University, a
formal training facility to ensure that operators and inspectors develop best fusion practices. The
company also moved towards a distribution network in 1984 to sell equipment on a broader scale.
THE SIGNATURE LINE
In the 1990s, McElroy was encouraged by the mining industry to create a self-propelled fusion
machine. The prototype was a self-contained, track-mounted 500 mm fusion machine. Today that
line of equipment is known in the industry as the TracStar ®, and has become the flagship of
McElroy’s machine lines. The TracStar is now available in a full range of diameters from 28 in up
to 48 in o.d. (710 mm up to 1,220 mm). Users benefit from its mobility and hydraulic assistance on
key functions which requires less manpower and makes it more productive. “I think what they really
have delivered is they have made our one machine/one operator concept of butt fusion more
affective.” said Chip McElroy.
Sparked by the increasing use of pipe up to 2,000 mm, McElroy set out on a completely new
design to meet the challenge. The Talon™ 2000 is a self-propelled machine with a jaw design that
self-loads pipe from the ground, positions it to be fused and moves from joint to joint down the
pipeline. The new method for handling pipe known as pipelining provides a safer, more efficient
way to fuse large pipe.
After spending the majority of time in outdoor, underground construction, McElroy took its
products inside the building in 2014 with equipment to fuse polypropylene pipe for plumbing and
mechanical systems. McElroy would blaze new trails for indoor fusion solutions in overhead and
tight spaces. By 2018, the company offered socket tools as small as 16 mm and butt fusion machines
up to 630 mm diameter for polypropylene pipe. With record-breaking sales in 2018, McElroy
believes its polypropylene tools are a key part of the future. Website: www.mcelroy.com
Old and new (left) a MegaMc fusion machine leaves the plant and (right) the Talon 2000 unit.
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COMBINING CAPABILITIES WINS THE
DAY

W

hile it is often assumed that individual methods of
trenchless installation compete for projects, that is
not always the case. On a recent gas main and service
replacement project, contractor Underground Construction
Co Inc. headquartered in Benicia, California, USA, was
able to effectively employ the soils displacement method
and horizontal directional drilling for installing
approximately 3 km of gas mains and about 120 gas
service connections. The project was completed at a golf
course retirement community in Sun City West, Arizona,
USA.
Underground Construction Superintendent Ernesto
Gonzalez explained: “The gas mains and services
providing natural gas to the customers were installed in the
backyards between the homeowner’s property and the golf
course fairways for this development. They were
deteriorating and required replacement. New mains were
installed in the street and the new gas services needed to be
installed from the new mains to the homes. The old system
was in the back easements and the new system was being The compact directional drill was
placed in streets in front of the homes. This would also an ideal choice for the longer
service installations in tight work
provide easier access.”
Underground Construction crews initially began the conditions.
project using Grundomat soil displacement hammers
provided by TT Technologies in extremely dry, hard and tight ground. In addition, crews had to
contend with very narrow workspaces, hardscape, trees, and vegetation between homes to reach the
home’s gas meter. Open cut was dismissed as too slow and would cause much disruption and
difficulties with the restoration of the beautiful and unique landscapes. The GRUNDOMAT was a
good choice for this project. Longer runs were proving very time consuming. So Underground
Construction reached out for additional more productive solutions.
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VERSATILE AND POWERFUL GRUNDOMAT
Soil displacement hammers are some of the most
versatile trenchless tools available. The tool can be
used in a wide variety of trenchless applications and it
is hard to match the productivity and capability of the
GRUNOMAT. They can be used as a boring tool, but
also be used as a ramming tool and for pipe bursting.
Soil displacement hammers are used in water, gas,
sewer, electrical, telecom and FTTH applications. In
addition, for shorter boring projects, like the ones
Underground Construction is using them for, they are
very economical on a cost per metre basis
Installing conduit or HDPE sleeves with the soil
displacement hammer can be accomplished in several
ways. Often, the soil displacement hammer will pull in
some type of poly line or tape during the bore. Once
the run is complete, the conduit is pulled in with the
poly line. Sometimes after the bore is done, the HDPE
sleeve is attached to the front of the soil displacement
hammer and installed by backing the tool out through
the borehole. Sometimes it is possible to pull it in with
the tool’s air hose after the bore. There are a many
options and accessories available but in Underground
Construction’s case, the gas customer required a
sleeving to be installed for the bore. Then, the actual
gas carrier pipe was installed by simply sliding it
inside of the sleeve.

Underground Construction Co Inc
used a combination of soil
displacement hammers and compact
directional drilling on a difficult gas
main and service line replacement
project.
AZ PROJECT BY THE NUMBERS
For the project in Arizona, approximately 3 km of new 76.2 mm diameter mainline sleeving needed
to be installed. Once in place, 50.8 mm diameter HDPE gas mains were inserted. In addition,
approximately 2.5 km of new 38 mm diameter service sleeving also needed to be installed, which
equals about 120 home service laterals. Once the conduit was installed, 25.4 mm diameter gas
service lines would be inserted. Services from across the street, lengths ranged anywhere from 38 m
to 15 m depending on the distance from
the house or where the meter was located.
The ground conditions were rocky and
difficult to work in.
The tools allowed for trenchless
installation of the gas services avoiding
costly open cut restoration and
inconvenience to the homeowners. But
due to the extremely dry and hard soils,
the tools would take 2 to 3 hours to install
the new service. The GRUNDOMATs did
their job and were very accurate and
reliable in these tough conditions. The
Underground Construction crews did a
great job of using their experience, skills
and ingenuity to use multiple tools at the
same time from the same launch pits to
install more than one service at a time,
doubling their production. However, it
was decided to bring in a compact
directional drill to try and improve
productions for the longer service
installations, especially in these tough,
narrow working conditions.
COMPACT HDD PULLS ITS
WEIGHT
Much progress has been made in the
function and capability of compact
directional drills and they are defined by
various criteria. The amount of pullback
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is also a way to define or categorise directional drills. Ones under
90 kN of pullback are sometimes placed in the compact category;
sometimes it is under 45 kN. The Grundodrill4X at 4 kN of
pullback and thrust is definitely in the compact category. In
addition, they are relatively lightweight and smaller than standard
sized drill rigs. They can work in tight, residential area due to their
width of around 900 mm. Portability is another factor. Most
compact drills can be legally towed behind a 1 ton truck in the
USA.
For the project in Arizona, it was not only the ability of the
compact Grundodrill4X to deliver the power crews needed to
overcome the difficult soils, it was the fact the drill could work
effectively in small, confined, residential areas.
For some of the services the Grundodrill4X was backed up to the
house and drilled from the house to the street. But depending on
the particular layout they sometimes had to bore from the street to
the house. The size of the machine was important.
Utilising the trenchless
Sometimes they needed to get into the backyards and that access methods helped reduce
is narrow. The small machine really helped in a situation like that. homeowners impact and
The crew was very positive and made it work. Instead of the two to restoration costs.
three hours to install new gas services, they were able to install the
gas services with the compact drill in about an hour. The crews mostly used the drill for longer runs
and continued to use the horizontal boring tools for the shorter runs.
The entire project took three and a half months from start to finish. Underground Construction
crews completed the final connections with the residences and performed all restoration work as
well.
TT Technologies George Mallakis said: “When you face underground conditions that consist of
hard, tough soils and tight spaces, there is no substitute for using the appropriate trenchless tools and
methods in combination with the best contractors and equipment manufacturers with experienced
technical support. Costs and time for completions are reduced between 30 to 50%. Not to mention
the reduced impact on the homeowners beautiful and personal home landscapes.” Website:
www.tracto-technik.com
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NUMA ANNOUNCES NEW PRODUCT MANAGER HDD

N

uma, one of the world’s leading
drilling technology providers, has
announced the addition of Gregg Hayes
as Product Manager HDD. Gregg is
based in New York and will head up
business development, service, and
support of Numa’s horizontal directional
drilling (HDD) products. The position
will require him to grow direct and
dealer sales of Numa’s horizontal
hammers, bits, and drilling systems.
Gregg is a recognised expert in HDD and
comes to Numa with 20 years of
experience in the drilling industry. For
the past 5 years, he was a top HDD
salesperson selling into multiple US
markets while also focusing on the
further development of horizontal rock Gregg Hayes joins Numa as Product Manager HDD.
drilling products. Previously, he served
in various sales and management roles for companies selling tooling, drilling fluids, bits, reamers,
rock tools, swivels, etc. His experience and background provide drillers with a wealth of knowledge
and insight.
“Gregg is one of the foremost experts in HDD with a proven track history of teaching drillers the
most effective ways to drill using pneumatic hammers and bits in horizontal drilling applications,”
said Numa Vice President of Sales, Neal Kuszewski. “He is a great addition to our team and further
demonstrates Numa’s commitment to providing the best drilling resources in the industry.”
Gregg commented, “Throughout my career, I have recognised Numa to be the industry leader in
rock drilling products. I am very excited to join Numa and continue its long history of providing
customers with the right products, expertise, and support.” Website: www.numahammers.com

SOURCE ONE ENVIRONMENTAL EXPANDS TEAM

S

ource One Environmental (S1E) has
welcomed new starter Clive
Treslove to its Sales Team, due to
continued growth.
“The company is going from strength
to strength, with new product lines
recently added and plans for more
going forward.” explained National
Sales Manager, Tom Yoxall. “Clive
adds extra resource to the Team to
handle the additional sales, but also for
the team to be more proactive in
explaining our new offering to our
customers and continuing to ensure that Clive Treslove.
we hand over products personally to
our clients, as required.” Clive joins the team with a wealth of experience in selling constructionrelated products and equipment. “I am looking forward to talking to customers about some of the
exciting and innovative products that S1E offer and to working as part of this friendly team.” Clive
remarked.
Source One Environmental is a specialist distributor of products for trenchless pipe repair,
including the Pipe Doctor patch repair and CIPP lining ranges, Picote’s range of drain cleaning and
cutting tools, Trio-vision inspection cameras and the Quick-Lock point repair system. Website:
www.s1e.co.uk

VERMEER MV SOLUTIONS WELCOMES NEW MANAGERS

V

ermeer MV Solutions is building upon its already strong customer service in the drilling
industry with the addition of Jason Dewitt as the new west coast regional sales manager based
out of Exeter, California, USA. In his new role, Dewitt will manage sales activities within his region
and provide quality support to the dealers in those territories by determining dealer sales and
marketing needs.
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Over the years, Dewitt has held
various equipment sales roles with
increasing responsibilities, including
previous positions with Vermeer
Pacific
and
Vermeer
Rocky
Mountain. He has also served in the
United States Air Force and as a
police officer in Billings, Montana,
and Visalia, California.
“Jason’s
previous
roles
in
equipment sales and his career as a
police officer have moulded him into
an efficient leader with a teamoriented mind-set.” said Vermeer MV
Solutions director of sales Brian
Showley. “We have no doubt that he Jason Dewitt (above left) and John Place (above right.
will be able to hit the ground running
with his passions for building strong relationships and providing quality customer service.”
Another new addition is John Place as a new engineering manager based out of Greenville, South
Carolina, USA. In his new role, Place will manage and assist the engineering team throughout the
development of new products and provide support for the Greenville and Okahumpka, Florida,
locations.
For over 21 years, Place has served as a product engineering expert within manufacturing roles.
He has a proven track record in leading, managing, monitoring and executing improved
manufacturing methodology while engaging, coaching and leveraging teams of individuals to
deliver value.
“John’s entire career has been focused on encouraging and leading cross-functional teams and
improving processes to reduce costs.” said Dave Van Wyk, Vermeer MV Solutions general
manager. “He has a passion for change and strives to challenge the status quo while weighing risks
to the business. We are pleased to have someone of his calibre joining the Vermeer MV Solutions
team.” Website: www.vermeer.com
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I

n the third quarter of 2018, Akkerman introduced its enhanced SLS 50/100 Sliplining System.
Used for the rehabilitation of 30 to 102 in (760 mm to 2,590 mm) o.d. live sewers, the sliplining
system aids in prolonging the lifespan of failing infrastructure and eliminate the need for bypass
pumping.
The modular sliplining frame can accommodate up to 20 ft (6 m) pipe joints for installation in
either direction and features a retention winch and pipe clamp to assist with positioning and
counterbalance flow force during installation.
Using a wireless remote controller with LCD screen, the operator controls the main drive,
bidirectional travel, brakes, speed control, frame elevators, pipe clamp, winch, E-Stop, and lighting.
Two-speed dual or quad motors and chain driven planetary gearboxes generate thrust force to
advance pipe into position assisted by speed sensors for synchronised travel. Sliplining operations
are powered by a 200 hp Electric or Diesel Power Pack with three variable displacement pumps.
Live remote access of system data, data logs, graphs, and documentation are available through a
coordinated web application.
Akkerman Sliplining Systems include a modular jacking frame and power pack, and are sold in
dual (SLS 50, 65 ton) or quad motors (SLS 100, 130 ton) packages.
Pipe specific sliplining mandrels, provers and pipe shield/savers are sold separately. Website:
www.akkerman.com/sliplining_overview.php
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SUCCESSFUL RE-USE OF HERRENKNECHT TBM IN THE HAGUE

T

unnelling projects in the Netherlands
face a special challenge as more than
half of the country is below sea level. When
mechanised tunnelling technology was used
to build the two approximately 1,600 meter
long tubes of the Victory Boogie Woogie
Tunnel, the project partners were able to
draw on their experience with this
challenging ground. Between 2013 and 2015,
the same Herrenknecht Mixshield machine
had already excavated the Sluiskil Tunnel.
Following professional refurbishment of the
TBM at the Herrenknecht plant in Kehl, the
machine has again proven its worth when
reused for the new Rotterdamsebaan road The final breakthrough on the Victory Boogie
Woogie Tunnel, the underground section of the
link.
From January to July 2018, the more than new Rotterdamsebaan road link.
1,600 tonnes and about 80 meter long TBM
produced the first of the two 1,600 meter long road tunnels with an inside diameter of 10.15 meters.
Following disassembly, return transport and reassembly, the site crew then quickly excavated the
second tube between September 2018 and January 2019. The reused TBM achieved outstanding
advance rates of up to 16.9 m/day at the tunnel project in The Hague. At the beginning of this year
the Combinatie Rotterdamsebaan joint venture celebrated the final breakthrough.
The project-specific machine design had already been adapted to the heterogeneous ground
conditions with sand, silt and clogging-prone clay of the Sluiskil Tunnel. With an open spoke
cutting wheel with direct material transport from the cutting wheel centre as well as the optimally
adapted slurry circuit, more than 3,200 meters of new tunnel have been created in Holland’s
provincial capital in just twelve months. In a reference to Dutch painter Piet Mondrian’s work of art
‘Victory Boogie Woogie’ from which the tunnel takes its name, the cutting wheel was painted in
yellow, red and blue. Due to the low abrasiveness of the soil conditions, the colours were still
clearly visible even after the final breakthrough.
Mixshields from Herrenknecht are specialist units for tunnelling through complex ground
conditions, especially with high water pressures and very large diameters. In order to support an
unstable tunnel face, this method uses a liquid medium or suspension, which is kept under a
controlled pressure. When the support pressure corresponds to the surrounding earth and
groundwater pressure, the necessary balance has been reached. This stabilises the tunnel face, avoids
uncontrolled inflow of soil into the machine and minimises settlement or heave on the surface. A
decisive advantage when the tunnel alignment runs through busy inner-city areas, as in The Hague.
The Victory Boogie Woogie Tunnel is an integral part of Rotterdamsebaan, a new road link
between the Ypenburg interchange (A4/A13) and the ring road of The Hague. After commissioning
in July 2020, the new road link will improve traffic for commuters in particular and significantly
reduce congestion on the Utrechtsebaan and other traffic routes in the area. Website:
www.herrenknecht.com
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NOTABLE BREAKTHROUGH FOR ROBBINS TBMS

I

n April 2019, a Robbins Double Shield TBM
defied the notoriously difficult geology of the
Himalayas to break through about one year ahead
of the overall project schedule, and seven months
ahead of the TBM tunnelling schedule. Nepal’s
first tunnel boring machine, at 5.06 m (16.6 ft)
diameter, achieved over 1,000 m (3,300 ft)
monthly advance on two separate occasions and
averaged over 700 m (2,300 ft) per month over the
course of tunnelling. The machine completed the
12.2 km (7.5 miles) Bheri Babai Diversion
Multipurpose Project (BBDMP) for the
Government of Nepal’s Department of Irrigation
(DOI) and contractor China Overseas Engineering
Group Co. Ltd. Nepal Branch (COVEC Nepal).
The large and well-attended ceremony featured
a speech by the Prime Minister of Nepal KP

The 5.06 m (16.6 ft) diameter Robbins
Double Shield TBM completed Nepal’s
Bheri Babai tunnel nearly one year ahead of
the overall project schedule.
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Sharma Oli, where he praised the project and its
success for the future of TBM projects in the
country. “It is not just that new technology has
entered Nepal; it is a matter of great gain. The
government has plans to execute various other
multipurpose projects such as the Sunkoshi-Marin
Diversion Project.”
The machine’s completion of the tunnel in just
17 months came nearly a year ahead of the DOI’s
deadline for completing the tunnel of March 28,
2020, with the contractor’s schedule being more
aggressive. “The breakthrough ceremony was
great. We are proud that we finally did it and were The 12.2 km (7.5 mile) Bheri Babai
ahead of the overall schedule by almost one year.” Diversion Multipurpose Project (BBDMP)
said Mr. Hu Tianran, Project Manager for was bored using Nepal’s first ever TBM.
COVEC.
When the BBDMP was fast-tracked as one of the country’s ‘National Pride Projects’ feasibility
studies showed that Drill & Blast excavation of the tunnel could take as long as 12 years. The DOI
needed a faster option, and they found it in TBMs. They began working with local Robbins
representatives MOSH Tunnelling to bring what would be the first Nepalese TBM ever into the
country. The process for the DOI to acquire funding for the project and select a contractor through
international competitive bidding took seven years, spanning from 2007 to 2015, when project
commencement officially began. “We are proud to have introduced TBM technology successfully.”
said Prajwal Man Shrestha, Robbins Representative in Nepal with MOSH Tunnelling. “Despite
roadblocks and resistance along the way, we eventually introduced this technology, which broke all
tunnelling records in Nepal. The country has received international attention and contractors and
developers from around the world are now considering Nepal for future TBM projects.”
The tunnel is located in the Siwalik Range, part of the Southern Himalayan Mountains, where
geology consists of mainly sandstone, mudstone, and conglomerate. “Using the TBM method
instead of the conventional drill and blast method was the key factor for the success of this project.
It has set a good example for the implementation of a large number of similar tunnels in Nepal’s
water/energy/transportation projects in the future. There are promising prospects in the application
of TBM technology in Nepal in my point of view.” said Mr. Hu.
To ensure the best TBM performance and to prevent downtime, machine maintenance occurred
daily at a fixed time. Geological engineers analysed the ground conditions twice daily to adjust the
tunnelling parameters if needed. The careful plan of excavation worked. The knowledgeable
COVEC team traversed a risky fault zone, the Bheri Thrust at the 5.8 km (3.6 mile) mark, with no
problems, and overcame a stuck TBM shield at another point with a bypass tunnel constructed in
just five days. To cope with the conditions, the Robbins machine was designed with Difficult
Ground Solutions (DGS), a suite of features including enhanced probe drilling and fore-poling
capabilities, as well as a stepped machine shield and smooth cutterhead design to avoid becoming
stuck in collapsing ground.
The secret to the machine’s rapid excavation is good planning, said Mr. Hu: “As the contractor
and the equipment supplier jointly carried out in-depth research and detailed design in the
preliminary stage, the TBM was matched to the various
conditions of the project. Together with the advantages in
hard rock construction that The Robbins Company has, we
made an excellent performance of the TBM on this project.”
Once the BBDMP is operational, it will irrigate 51,000
hectares of land in the southern region of Nepal, and provide
48 MW annual generating capacity. It will divert 42 cubic
meters (1,500 cubic feet) of water per second from Bheri
River to Babai River under a head of 150 m (490 ft) using a
15 m (49 ft) tall dam, providing year-round irrigation in the
surrounding Banke and Bardia districts. The estimated annual
benefit in Nepalese Rupees (NPR) is NPR2.9 billion for
irrigation, and NPR4.3 billion for hydropower, making a total
of NPR $7.2 billion (approximately US$64 million) in
benefits once the project becomes active.
Also in April 2019, a Robbins 3.5 m (11.5 ft) diameter
Galerie des Janots Main Beam TBM in France broke through
into open space, completing its 2.8 km (1.7 mile) long tunnel.
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Contractor Eiffage Civil Construction celebrates the April
2019 breakthrough in Cassis, France.
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It was not the first time the machine had
encountered open space: twice during
tunnelling, the machine hit uncharted
caverns, the largest of which measured a
staggering 8,000 cubic meters (283,000
cubic ft) in size.
The obstacles overcome at the recent
breakthrough are a significant achievement,
said Marc Dhiersat, Project Director of the
Galerie des Janots tunnel for contractor
Eiffage Civil Construction. “We are proud
to have led a motivated and conscientious
team to the end of the tunnel who worked
well without accidents despite the many
technical difficulties encountered.”
The Robbins machine overcame tough conditions
The water tunnel, located below the including two uncharted caverns.
community of Cassis, France, is an area of
limestone known for its groundwater, karstic cavities, and voids. The limestone, combined with
powdery clays, made for difficult excavation after the machine’s March 2017 launch. At the 1,035
m (3,395 ft) mark, the crew hit a cavern on the TBM’s left side. The cavern, studded with stalactites
and stalagmites, was grazed by the TBM shield. The crew had to erect a 4 m (13 ft) high wall of
concrete so the TBM would have something to grip against. The TBM was then started up and was
able to successfully navigate out of the cavern in eight strokes without significant downtime to the
operation. The process took about two weeks. Despite the challenges, Dhiersat thought positively of
the TBM throughout the ordeal: “This has been the best machine for the job due to all the geological
difficulties.”
The first cavern, while the largest, was not the most difficult void encountered. The machine was
averaging 20 to 22 m (65 to 72 ft) advance per day in two shifts after clearing the first cavity, with a
dedicated night shift for maintenance. While excavating, a combination of probe drilling and
geotechnical BEAM investigation, a type of electricity-induced polarisation to detect anomalies
ahead of the TBM, were used. Crews ran the excavation five days per week, achieving over 400 m
(1,310 ft) in one month. This performance continued until the 2,157 m (7,077 ft) mark, when the
machine grazed the top of an unknown cavity that extended deep below the tunnel path. The
structure measured 22 m (72 ft) long, 15 m (49 ft) wide, and 14 m (46 ft) deep, or about 4,500 cubic
meters (159,000 cubic ft) of open space.
Crews probed in front of the cutterhead and began work to stabilise and secure the cavity with
foam and concrete, as well as excavate a bypass gallery. “After filling much of the cavity (1,500
m3/53,000 ft3), our biggest difficulty was to ensure the gripping of the machine. We needed six
bypass galleries and four months of work to reach the end of this challenge.” said Dhiersat. “For the
last 600 m (2,000 ft) of tunnelling, we were finally in good rock.” he emphasised. Overall rates for
the project averaged 18 m (59 ft) per day in two shifts, and topped out at 25 m (82 ft) in one day.
“The cooperation with Marc and his team on site was very good and we always enjoyed their
professionalism and commitment to the project and the task. This, without any doubt was key for
the success we achieved.” said Detlef Jordan, Business Manager Robbins Europe. “For us, it was
satisfying and motivating to see that, by working together and joining the efforts of all partners on
the project, the best and most successful outcome can be achieved. This commitment for decades
has been at the heart of success in the tunnelling industry, but it has not always been observed on
other recent projects.”
Galerie des Janots is one of fourteen operations designed to save water and protect resources,
which are being carried out by the Aix-Marseille-Provence metropolis, the water agency Rhône
Mediterranean Corsica, and the State
Government. The Janots gallery, once
online, will replace existing pipelines
currently located in a railway tunnel,
these original pipes have significant
deficiencies with estimated water losses
of 500,000 cubic meters (132 million
gallons) per year. The new tunnel will
increase capacity to 440 litres (116
gallons)
per
second.
Website:
www.robbinstbm.com
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The Robbins Main Beam TBM was
launched to bore the Galerie des
Janots in March 2017.
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MULTIPLE TECHNIQUES SOLVE OLDHAM CULVERTS
REHABILITATION

M

ultiple rehabilitation techniques
available from a single contractor,
recently offered the ideal repair solution
for a variety of issues within three
culverts in Oldham, Greater Manchester,
UK. Contractor DrainsAid ensured
careful assessment of the existing
problems, a full evaluation of the repair
options available, and the correct
selection of the best technique for each
individual culvert.
Ultimately, three different trenchless
techniques were selected to provide longterm, cost-effective solutions for the
clients,
Amco
Giffen
and
the
Environment Agency, as well as to limit
disruption to the local population and
existing infrastructure.
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UV CIPP Lining underway on the Long Clough
culvert.

THE TASK
AMCO Giffen in partnership with the Environment Agency, employed DrainsAid to help resolve
wide spread flooding issues occurring across three specific locations in Oldham, Greater
Manchester, UK. The work brief indicated the problem centred on numerous defects in the scheme’s
existing culverts. The client required a variety of drainage repair techniques, all of which DrainsAid
was able to deliver from in-house capabilities.
DrainsAid was tasked with the drainage remedial works on assets at three specific locations:

White Brook Culvert, Uppermill

Long Clough Culvert, Royton

Pickhill Brook Culvert, Uppermill
This particular project showed DrainsAid’s versatility of renovation methods and the company’s
ability to undertake large schemes with many differing requirements, something that other
individual contractors may not have been able to undertake. Careful examination of the individual
culverts in the scheme highlighted that
one single technique would not provide
the necessary solutions to the existing
problems. This meant that three different
techniques were required. Choosing to
use three different lining techniques to
rehabilitate the culverts in question was
certainly not the easiest option. However,
it was the option that provided the best
results for the client and the residents of
Oldham, in that the different options
would alleviate any future flood risks and
cause less overall disruption during the
renovation process.
The planning of the project was crucial
in ensuring all work would be completed
within the client’s specified budget and
timescale. Certain techniques, such as
concrete spray lining, would have been
problematic to complete in the winter
months due to the unreliable weather.
Therefore, DrainsAid decided to first
concentrate on the locations that had easy
access and that would not be as affected
by the occurrence of heavy rainfall. The
company’s crews would then return to the
more challenging sites during the summer
months, when infiltration and flow levels
were expected to be lower.
Before operations could commence,
DrainsAid ensured that all necessary
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permits to carry out the work were in
place. Letters were sent to all local
businesses and residents, to ensure
they were informed prior to work
commencing. This it was believed
would help to minimise disruption and
disputes.
LONG CLOUGH CULVERT
Work at Long Clough in Royton began The Pickhill Brook culvert before and after renovation.
by cleaning and surveying nearly 600 m of culvert. Following these works, planners were able to
provide a robust solution for the repair of three damaged sections identified during the
investigations.
The proposed solution was to install a UV CIPP (Cured-In-Place-Pipe) liner inside the circular,
surface water system. This modern, trenchless technique was selected as it offers a considerably
lower carbon footprint than that of more traditional methods, because it requires only a minimum
expenditure of energy. It also significantly reduces the environmental risk of styrene pollution.
In addition, UV cured lining can be installed faster than any other method currently available,
therefore being the best solution for use in busy, highly-trafficked areas, as the rapid completion
time keeps disruption to a minimum.
During the operation, all vehicles and other plant were strategically positioned to avoid any risk of
fume emissions entering the confined space. Each entry point required a company approved gas
monitor, which was used to detect hydrogen sulphide, low oxygen levels and methane gas.
Overall, the DrainsAid crew managed to complete the works, included lining a 27 m length of 750
mm diameter, an 11 m length of 750 mm diameter and a 112 m length of 450 mm diameter within
the culvert in just 3 days, which was well within the client’s schedule.
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PICKHILL BROOK CULVERT
The next operation consisted of installing a 45 m length of 600 mm x 600 mm Steam Cured CIPP
Liner inside the square, stone-built culvert running underneath Pickhill. The liner was installed to
alleviate long-term, surface water flooding in the area.
The project involved desilting approximately 90 m of 750 mm diameter pipe and the box culvert,
as well as a holding area in the Duck Pond, which contained approximately 51 tonnes of silt.
DrainsAid’s highly efficient JHL 414 Recycling Jet-Vac Tanker was chosen for this part of the
operation, as opposed to a traditional excavator or grab, to utilise its powerful suction capacities.
The water-recycling capability allowed for continuous cleaning throughout the duration of the shift,
without the need to re-fill the unit with water. This allowed for more productivity per shift, as well
as having a reduced carbon footprint, and improved fuel-efficiency in comparison to other Jet Vac
Combination Units. By desilting the duck pond, water flow was improved throughout the village.
DrainsAid worked alongside RSM Lining Supplies of Doncaster, South Yorkshire, UK to
successfully install the Steam CIPP liner, which was the equivalent of a 764 mm diameter liner with
a liner thickness of 14 mm.
The steam cure method was chosen over the alternative hot water cure method, to decrease the
possibility of styrene pollution discharging into the surface water and damaging the environment. It
also gave the liner the best chance of adhering to the shape of the existing culvert to improve its
structural integrity. The installation took place over one ten hour period, to minimise disruption to
locals and to ensure the works were completed on programme between the heavy rain showers and
winter working conditions.
WHITE BROOK CULVERT
Following consultation in-house and with the client, it was decided the best solution for White
Brook culvert was to spray-line the culvert using ERGELIT cementitious mortars. These mortars
would be applied using DrainsAid’s Hermes M-coating trailer with a lance attachment, to seal the
tunnel and improve its structural strength.
As White Brook was a large, square culvert, CIPP lining would not have been able to provide the
close fit lining required. The M-Coating technique allowed the culvert to be sealed with a close fit
to its exact shape as well as ensuring all cracks and fractures were successfully sealed, preventing
infiltration or exfiltration. The technique also has a reduced carbon footprint compared to traditional
lining methods. The CIPP option was impractical as the location, access requirements and the
potential need for scaffolding negated its use.
A bund was placed at the downstream manhole/outlet to prevent any mortar residue entering the
watercourse. This residue was cleaned out and removed after each shift. All mortars used including
KBi, KS1, SBM and 10SD, are all considered environmentally friendly.
The spray-lining work itself involved setting the trailer up in various locations along the line of the
culvert, including on four residential streets. Overall, 327 m of the dry stone culvert was spray-lined
© 2019 NoDig Media Services
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with the cementitious
mortar,
fully
rehabilitating the channel
by preventing infiltration
and
improving
its
structural integrity.
Road closures and
traffic
lights
were
arranged as they were
necessary for the busy
location. Pedestrian and
road
management The White Brook culvert before and after renovation with
controls and barriers cementitious mortar spray lining.
were
set
out
by
NRASWA trained operatives in accordance with the approved code of practice.
Upon completion, all tools and equipment were washed down, while any debris or excess mortar
was bagged and removed from site, before being taken to a licensed waste facility for disposal. The
work was successfully completed within the six week programme duration set by the client.
THE RESULTS
Each set up location posed different challenges due to access, road closure, ground type and
customer requirements. DrainsAid was able to overcome each of these factors. All methods used to
rehabilitate the three culverts were No-Dig/Trenchless techniques that were quick to complete,
therefore ensuring no major or long-lasting disruption was caused to the residents and businesses
across the area.
The client was highly satisfied with the standard of all work DrainsAid completed during 10
month period at Oldham. All work was completed on time and within the clients agreed budget.
DrainsAid was able to deliver all rehabilitation methods using in-house capacity, without the need
to employ additional sub-contractors. The availability of DrainsAid’s wide-ranging in-house ability
to offer such a range of techniques across just one project is something that few, if any, contractors
have the capacity for, which means time, cost and disruption savings for all parties concerned.
Website: www.drainsaid.com
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CABLE FOR KASRO

H

RADIL recently presented its high
performance hybrid twin cable for
KASRO® working and rehabilitation
robots.
HRADIL Spezialkabel in Bietigheim,
Germany has introduced a new high
performance twin cable for sewer
rehabilitation equipment with integrated
pneumatic hoses.
HRADIL’s twin cable is suitable for use
as a replacement cable for KASRO ®
working and rehabilitation robots. Thanks
to the selection of high performance
materials and state of the art cable
engineering, HRADIL’s twin cable wins The new high performance hybrid twin cable from
points for significantly enhanced bending HRADIL.
radii, optimised cable diameters and
longer service life. The new HRADIL twin cable is available from stock or visit
www.kanalkabel.de
The new hybrid cable has been specially designed for the controlling of robots, such as the
KASRO® sewer rehabilitation robots, and for their power and pneumatic supply. Four 4 mm PA
pneumatic hoses are combined with the copper wires to form one cable, a fifth PUR hose of 16 mm
is the twin.
What makes the new twin cable so special is that it combines an incredible packing density with a
very small diameter. The high mechanical loads, in the form of tensile and tear stress as well as
alternating bending stress, which are brought to bear on the inner components of the cable during
sewer rehabilitation work are no problem for the HRADIL cable. An extremely robust outer jacket
made from a particularly strong PUR special compound provides stability to the assembly and
protects it against abrasive wear. HRADIL’s twin cable is resistant against oil and petroleum and
also against ozone and UV radiation as well as cooling fluids and lubricants. Website:
www.hradil.de/en

DRAIN AWAY CLEANS UP WITH NEW TOOLS

L

incolnshire-based contractor Drain Away Drains Ltd has
reported on how it has been delighted with the speed and
safety of its new Picote Mini Cleaner machine, sourced from
Picote distributor Source One Environmental (S1E).
The Mini Cleaner was demonstrated to Director Trevor
Mansfield when he visited S1E to purchase other products.
“I liked it straight away.” Trevor remarked. “I could see how
it would help out with our work and was impressed with the
structure of the machine. It has been faultless in giving a spot
-on finish each time. The handover from the S1E Team was
really helpful and S1E’s Terry particularly has answered
every query that I have had. I cannot fault the service I have S1E’s Terry Ingleby conducted a
received.” he added. The main focus of Drain Away’s work full Mini Cleaner demonstration.
is the descaling of 32 to 100 mm diameter internal pipework
for some well-known pub and restaurant chains and trouble-shooting any drainage issues.
With over 30 years’ experience working in the industry, Trevor explained how the Mini Cleaner
has made the job easier. “Before the Mini Cleaner, we used a 700 machine, which is powered by an
electric drill. With the Mini Cleaner, we have more control over the job and it is much safer. It is
very fast, taking only minutes to set up and then you only need to go up and down the pipe once to
get a great finish. Best of all is the weight of it, it is easy to carry, even to a top floor job.” he stated.
The new Picote Mini Cleaner is suitable for smaller pipes from DN32-DN75. It is operated via a
foot pedal, keeping both hands free for the operator to have more control over the tool. The shaft is
durable, flame, abrasion and chemically resistant with a high continuous service temperature and is
protected by a non-rotating cover. It features a safety clutch as standard.
The Mini Cleaner is supplied with a Cleaning Tools Package, including brushes, chains and
cleaning panels. Trevor commented: “We are mostly using the 32 mm and 40 mm brushes in our
work. When I first looked at the Mini Cleaner, I was impressed with the available attachments,
which were such an improvement on what was available for our previous set up.” Website:
www.s1e.co.uk
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TRACTO-TECHNIK
INSPIRING
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES
for the underground installation and
trenchless renewal of pipelines

TORO and
American Augers Directional Drills
Auger Boring Equipment
Tooling & Drill Rods

Drilling Fluids
Recycling & Mixing Systems
Digital Location Equipment

Hammerhead piercing, bursting
& ramming products are used
by contractors worldwide to
install or replace fibre,
communication, water, sewer
and gas lines with minimal
disruption to landscapes,
structures and traffic flow.

Suppliers of Directional Drills,
AXIS® Guided Boring
System, Mixing Systems,
Digital Location Systems, Rock
Drilling, Tooling and
Accessories, Impact Moles and
Vacuum Excavation systems
across the UK and Ireland.

All Terrain ‘ROCK’ Directional
Drills, HDD Training, Mixing/
Recycling Systems, HDD Drilling
Fluids, Drill Pipe, Backreamers,
Tri-Hawk Tooling,
HDD Guidance Systems,
Utility Locators,
Vac Systems, Trenchers,
Vibratory Ploughs.
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UKSTT NEWS

ANNUAL DINNER & AWARDS CEREMONY - NOTE CHANGE OF DATE
Venue: De Vere Tortworth Court, Tortworth, Wooton Under Edge, GL12 8HH
Date: 17 September 2019
Set in the beautiful grounds of the De Vere Tortworth Court hotel, this year’s Annual Dinner and Awards
Ceremony is now being held on the evening of Tuesday 17 September 2019.
The Dinner and Awards Ceremony will continue to follow the Bristol NO DIG Roadshow, also taking place
on the 17 September.
Ticket Prices:
Early Bird Rate: £100.00 before 5 July 2019 (exc. VAT)
Standard Rate: £120.00 (exc. VAT)
Single tickets or tables of ten can be purchased. Tickets will be available to purchase shortly but for any
further enquiries please contact Chantel Avis: cavis@westrade.co.uk
Tickets include a Drinks Reception, three course meal and entertainment throughout the evening.
Sponsorship packages will be circulated shortly. To register your interest or for further information please
contact Paul Harwood, Managing Director at Westrade Group: pharwood@westrade.co.uk
Entry into the UKSTT Awards has now closed. The shortlisted entries will be notified on the 8th August. For any further
enquires please contact Lynn on admin@ukstt.org.uk or 01926 513773.
PIPE JACKING AND MICROTUNNELLING MASTERCLASS
The UK Society for Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) held the first of two Masterclasses for 2019,
on 1 May 2019 at the National Motorcycle Museum in Solihull on Pipe Jacking and Microtunnelling.
These events are designed to provide a one-day masterclass comprehensively covering a specific
trenchless technique and saw delegates from across Europe arrive to listen to the eminent speakers
including representatives from COWI, Barhale, Stanton Bonna, Ward & Burke, Herrenknecht and
Amiblu.
UKSTT was pleased to receive the following feedback;
‘…..gave me a good overview of tunnelling, and some valuable tips’
‘very good, knowledgeable. Short presentations kept engagement levels up’
‘…….exceeded expectations’
UKSTT would like to thank the Pipe Jacking Association (PJA) for all of its help in putting together such an intensive
programme.
UKSTT AT UTILITY WEEK LIVE
UKSTT spent several days in Exhibition Hall 3 at the NEC in Birmingham exhibiting at the Utility Week Live 2019 show
which took place between 21 and 22 May 2019.
It has been a good couple of days catching up with Members and spreading the benefits of Trenchless technology to visitors
coming to the stand.
The following UKSTT Corporate members were also exhibiting at UWL this year showcasing their new products and
innovations.
Amiblu was looking forward to speaking to asset owners and contractors in the water industry. Amiblu’s GRP
solutions are installed globally above and below the ground and are manufactured from inherently corrosion
and abrasion resistant materials and are light and ensures a lifetime value of assets. www.amiblu.com
Ant Hire Solutions provides specialist pipeline equipment and services to water companies, drainage
contractors and civil engineers. Its innovative solutions, world-class equipment and expertise extends across
the construction, inspection, testing and repair of pipelines, including best-in-class, safety-focussed, pipeline
pressure testing and pipeline flow control and testing. www.anthire.co.uk
Jet Aire Services is an industry expert in sewerage solutions. Jet Aire offers various services across three core
divisions: 1) Drainage; 2) Civil Engineering; and 3) Remediation. www.jetaire.co.uk
Pipe Equipment Specialists, ALH and Flowstop is a group of companies that offers a full package of supply
and design to the utilities market. They design, manufacture, hire and supply an extensive range of high
quality piping equipment and accessories to customers throughout the world. www.pipe-equipment.co.uk
Radiodetection is a professional in cable and pipe locators and during UWL demonstrated how to improve
safety and reduce damage to buried utilities. www.radiodetection.com
Scanprobe was showcasing the latest developments in the pipeline inspection industry. The TrapJumper pushrod camera is strong yet flexible and has a compact and portable design, whilst the mobile app mina enables
users to livestream video from their Scanprobe system to their mobile. www.scanprobe.com
Since its foundation in 1981 Steve Vick International has been at the forefront in developing innovative
products and techniques for the trenchless repair, renovation and decommissioning of pipes. At UWL Steve
Vick was showcasing its product range including pipe handlers, pipe cutters and the new SMARTester.
www.stevevick.com
Tracto-Technik UK Ltd was launching its latest exciting innovations. The company’s Solution has the
advantage of completing a broad range of processes from a 650 mm diameter cored KEYHOLE. www.tractotechnik.co.uk
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Vac-Ex Ltd was displaying its compact and towable Vacuum Excavators that can help dramatically reduce
the number of service strikes and improve the safety of operators when excavating around existing buried
services and utilities. www.vac-ex.com
UKSTT MASTERCLASS – PIPE LEAKAGE AND TRENCHLESS SOLUTIONS
A one-day masterclass comprehensively covering the Trenchless Solution to Pipe Leakage will
take place on 6 November, 2019 between 9.00am and 5.00pm at the Woodland Grange Hotel, Old
Milverton Lane, Leamington Spa CV32 6RN.
This masterclass will provide the trenchless techniques available to solve pipe leakage problems
within the utility sector. Throughout the day there will be plenty of opportunity to network and to
better understand what the industry is facing.
Future Water Association is following on with a Future Water Networks 2019 conference on the 7 November. Amongst other
things they will be discussing how Per Capita Consumption (PCC) targets will interface with leakage targets.
More details on both events will be available shortly.

UKSTT MEMBERS NEWS

S1E ARE MATES IN MIND
As part of Mental Health Awareness Week in May, Source One Environmental (S1E)
announced its support for charity Mates in Mind.
Mates in Mind aims to raise awareness, address the stigma of poor mental health and
improve positive mental wellbeing in construction and related industries across the UK. It has
been developed in partnership with the Health in Construction Leadership Group and British
Safety Council and works with other leading mental health charities.
S1E MD Glenn Cartledge explained why the company has got involved: “According to
research, 34% of construction workers had experienced mental health problems in the last
year. It is a huge problem that has affected people within our own Group too. If we can
encourage people to talk about these issues or can point people in the direction of the help that
they need, then we will have done something really positive.”
The charity offers resources to help employees, managers and organisations. For example, it offers workplace posters which
give helpline numbers, presentations such as a Toolbox Talk, a guide for employers and in-depth courses on mental health.
“We are very proudly displaying our Mates in Mind Supporters certificate and have put the posters up around S1E, as a first
step.” stated Glenn. “We are very much looking forward to getting more involved and improving the way that we handle mental
health issues around our business.” For more information about Mates in Mind, please see its website: www.matesinmind.org
MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES IN THE NEWS
Morrison Utility Services (MUS) has received the Youth Friendly Employer
Charter from Youth Employment UK. The presentation was made by Michael
Tomlinson MP, at an All Party Parliamentary Group meeting discussing youth
employment at the House of Lords this week.
MUS, the UK’s largest dedicated utility service provider and a part of M
Group Services, received the Charter alongside the sector skills body Energy
and Utility Skills and client Cadent. This accreditation recognises MUS’s
commitment to working with young people to offer quality employment and
rewarding career opportunities in utility services. The membership of Youth
Employment UK brings MUS into contact with a large audience of young
people who can help shape the approach in raising awareness of the utilities
sector. It is also enabling the collaboration with employer members to inspire young people to pursue a career in utilities.
In becoming a Youth Employment UK member MUS is pushing forward support for EU Skills’ Inclusion Commitment. MUS
was one of 32 companies to pledge support to the Commitment when it was launched in February. EU Skills’ research shows an
increasing youth gap; only 8% of the sector’s workforce is currently under 24, compared to 12% nationally.
Morrison Utility Services HR Director Colin Jellicoe commentED: “We work hard to provide excellent career paths for young
people in our business. We also make time to go out into the community to explain the sheer variety of opportunities on offer; our
schools workshops and work experience placements offer the chance to see where young people can realise their full potential
and enjoy a fulfilling, life-long career in the utilities sector.”
Further to this, MUS , has developed a new risk assessment app that will enable its people in the field to conduct safety
assessments directly from their smartphones and tablet devices.
The bespoke app features pre-loaded hazard and control lists that can be applied to works taking place across the company’s
gas, water and electricity contracts. The app was developed by the MUS Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ) and
Intelligent Solutions teams in support of the 5-year MUS SHEQ strategy. The app is also being adopted by fellow M Group
Services company Morrison Telecom Services, across its telecoms operations.
The app enables users to quickly and easily complete comprehensive risk assessments by assessing the likelihood and
seriousness of specific hazards and digitally capturing their findings. Users can snap and attach supporting photographs or video
using their device’s camera and use GPS functionality to identify their exact location. Additional notes and control measures can
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also be submitted in free form text boxes, with the final risk assessment saved as
a PDF report that can be accessed and monitored for quality.
MUS Director of IT, Innovation & Improvement Andy Carter commented:
“Our Intelligent Solutions team has worked closely with our SHEQ colleagues to
produce the bespoke Risk Assessment app that provides another fantastic
example of how we are using the latest digital technology to ensure our
operational teams are working more efficiently and safely.”
Morrison Utility Services SHEQ Director Paul Kerridge added: “The
introduction of this app will serve to raise safety and quality standards across our
gas, water and electricity contracts and offers a user-friendly and progressive
alternative to traditional hard-copy risk assessments. The app will save time for
our business and enable our people in the field to capture comprehensive and
accurate risk assessments directly from site, providing the necessary ‘Authority to Proceed’.
LANES VIRTUAL REALITY TRAINING POSSIBILITIES …..
Wastewater engineers working for drainage and water utility specialist Lanes
Group plc have become the first employees in the world to experience team training
using virtual reality in a 360-degree video theatre.
The company’s 1,400 employees who work for Thames Water can now use virtual
reality (VR) to train together in an immersive digital world where they can test their
skills in a safe yet challenging environment.
It is believed to the first time in the world that VR has been combined with a 360degree video theatre to allow groups of people to train together in an interactive
space without having to wear headsets.
Lanes Group Director Andy Brierley said: “This is a game-changer in the way we
can train our colleagues, including wastewater engineers who often have to work in
potentially-hazardous environments. Combining VR with 360-degree video allows
us to use cutting-edge gamification techniques to train groups of people, which is
both powerful and essential because of the way we work in teams. We are already calling the VR modules we are creating
training games, reflecting their interactivity and the way they draw on digital gaming techniques to increase engagement and
enhance learning.”
Drainage and water utility specialist Lanes is the wastewater network services maintenance partner for Thames Water, carrying
out up to 1,400 jobs a day, including drain and sewer unblocking, sewer rehabilitation, sewer cleansing, tankering and wet well
cleaning.
In 2017, it invested jointly with Thames Water in the Igloo video theatre, based in Slough, Berkshire, to introduce a new, more
immersive, approach to training.
It was the first time an Igloo had been used for training. Now VR adds a powerful extra dimension to the Igloo’s capability.
Lanes challenged digital communications agency Myriad Global Media to find a way to integrate an HTC Vive VR headset
with software controlling the Igloo’s projection system.
After weeks of research and development, Myriad’s success means groups of up to 15 Lanes and Thames Water employees can
enter the Igloo and use VR controllers to interact with 3D animation projected on the screen.
Matthew Radbourne, Myriad’s Senior Business Development Manager added: “By alleviating the need to place employees in
individual headsets we have developed a new group training experience that merges two great technologies together. It is always
a pleasure working with a client like Lanes that pioneers new technology, challenging our developers to create unique training
solutions. We can now build a comprehensive virtual training environment that works across the entire Lanes business.”
A virtual training environment, called Thames Town, containing modular urban and rural environments, allows employees to
train, from start to finish, on typical operational tasks. The first training game created requires operatives to respond to a drain
blockage. Vehicle and safety checks, onsite risk assessments, customer communications and actions to diagnose and solve the
drainage problem are all built into the step-by-step, highly visual interactive process.
From March 2019, the VR Igloo has been used in induction training for the first time, and has been positively received by new
recruits, said James Brewer, Lanes Learning and Development Specialist. He added: “VR adds a wow factor that has impressed
the first cohorts of joiners who have experience it. In a competitive job market place, the need to engage recruits from day one to
increase staff retention cannot be underestimated. VR training is more realistic, it allows our people to develop a richer mix of
customer-focussed skills, both as individuals and teams, and it allows us to fully-integrate training of operational and office
support teams. Over time, the VR Igloo will reduce costs as well, as we can do more training in-house rather than take people on
location. The Lanes VR Igloo heralds nothing short of a revolution in the way we train our people.”
…..AND THREE LANES COLLEAGUES WIN INDIVIDUAL ROSPA AWARDS FOR INSPIRATIONAL SAFETY
Three colleagues working for drainage and utility specialist Lanes Group plc have each won national awards for their
inspirational dedication to the health and safety of others, including saving the life of a baby.
Jack Gale, Kelly Hansford, and Andy Brierley have won RoSPA Inspiration Awards which recognise the exceptional
contribution that individuals make to occupational health and safety. The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA)
is one of the UK’s leading health and safety organisations.
Lanes Group Director Andy Brierley has won a RoSPA Distinguished Service Award, which is given to safety professionals or
campaigners who make a sustained and long-term contribution to health and safety.
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He said: “I am humbled and honoured to receive this
award. I am super-passionate about health and safety, but it is
made real by the hundreds of people in our organisation who
also live and breathe it every day. I am particularly pleased
for Jack and Kelly who have made a real and direct
difference to the safety and wellbeing of others, and not just
work colleagues, over the last year.”
All three colleagues work for Lanes Utilities, which is
responsible for surveying, cleaning, unblocking and repairing
drains, sewers and wet wells for Thames Water.
Jack Gale has been awarded the RoSPA Inspiration Pride
Award which recognises ‘acts of heroism’ in a lifethreatening situation, while campaigning for health and
safety, or when selflessly helping others.
The wastewater engineer, aged 22, saved the life of a oneyear-old baby boy who had stopped breathing. The lifeless
child had been carried into the street by his distraught
mother.
Jack, a former British Army battlefield medic, with
experience in Afghanistan, took the correct emergency action needed to revive the baby, who made a full recovery.
He said: “It feels great to be recognised for helping others. With the right training, other people could have done what I did. I
hope this shows the value of getting first aid skills through work. If have the chance to get first aid training, I would say take it.”
Kelly Hansford is to receive the Influencer Inspiration Award, which recognises individuals who have made the biggest impact
on health and safety in the previous 12 months.
She is both a mental health practitioner and a trauma risk practitioner who works on a pioneering Lanes initiative to support the
wellbeing of colleagues.
A wellbeing app monitors employee happiness and puts Kelly in touch with individuals who want help with any problems.
At any one time she is supporting around 40 colleagues with issues that include mental illness, personal debt and family
disputes. She is also helping to develop a support network of voluntary groups.
Kelly said: “It is fantastic to be given such a wonderful award. It would not be possible if Lanes was not so forward thinking. I
work with lots of people who are very committed to building strong and caring teams. We all need help at different times in our
lives."
Andy Brierley is the lead director of Lanes Utilities, which employs 1,400 people, and carries out 1,400 jobs for Thames Water
every day. He is also chair of water company’s health and safety leadership team.
Since Lanes started working with Thames Water in 2012, he has devised, inspired and championed a string of pioneering and
award-winning health and safety initiatives.
This includes the introduction in 2018 of the world’s first 360-degree video training theatre (mentioned above) with virtual
reality capability, allowing groups to interact together during highly-immersive safety training.
Lanes Utilities’ focus on health and safety has contributed to its accident frequency rate falling to zero at the end of 2018, the
illness frequency rate falling by 30% and employment churn falling by 57%. Website: www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

ABOUT UKSTT

The United Kingdom of Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) is a Society, involved in the education development and promotion
of trenchless techniques. Since its inauguration in 1993, the Society has added to its portfolio of training seminars and networking
events including the Annual Roadshow Series, Masterclass Series, Annual Awards Dinner, Charity Golf Day and Joint PIG
events. With its high value service and access to a vast library of technical papers, UKSTT plays an important role in promoting
the benefits of trenchless technology within the utility industry. If you would like more information, please contact Lynn
Maclachlan at 01926 513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
UKSTT TECHNICAL ENQUIRY SERVICE - over £1 million of potential work per annum
The UKSTT website has a dedicated link for visitors to raise technical enquiries they may have concerning the world of
trenchless working. In addition, the administration team in Kenilworth, receive many calls seeking help. As part of the Corporate
Membership benefits package many of these work associated potential advisory/problem solution queries generate business
directly or indirectly for our members. These enquiries are passed directly to our Corporate members and if they are able to assist
or put a tender in they are then in a position to respond directly to the enquirer. For further membership benefits please visit our
website or contact Lynn on 01926513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
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RO-KA-TECH SUCCESS IN KASSEL

M

ore exhibitors, more visitors and the best
atmosphere both inside and outside: The
review of this year’s RO-KA-TECH in Kassel is
highly positive. “We are extremely satisfied.”
said Ralph Sluke, Managing Director of the
Association of Pipe and Sewer Technology
Companies (VDRK), the organiser of the trade
fair. Exhibitors also drew a consistently positive
conclusion.
A total of 8,565 trade visitors came to Kassel
between 8 and 10 May, 2019 to find out about
the latest developments and technologies in the
field of pipe and sewer technology. “Including
the exhibitors and their employees, who RO-KA-TECH 2019 showed a +11% increase
traditionally use RO-KA-TECH to maintain in visitor numbers for this year’s event.
contacts with each other, there were more than
11,000.” said Sluke. Two years earlier, the VDRK registered 7,689 visitors who came to the fair at
the invitation of exhibitors or as paying guests.
Given the additional space outside and inside, VDRK had already expected growth, even though
the outdoor area had primarily been expanded: “In bad weather, everything would have moved to
the halls. But thank goodness the expected rain only came on Wednesday evening.” said Sluke. For
the first time, instead of the almost 2,000 square metres that had previously been available, the
Kassel Exhibition Centre had almost 3,000 square metres of outdoor space at its disposal, which was
used extensively on all three days of the fair.
Compared to the previous RO-KA-TECH, the number of exhibitors rose from 286 to 297. “We
were fully booked - so growth was limited.” explained Sluke. Visitor numbers, on the other hand,
showed a strong increase of 11.4%. All three days were very busy - especially Thursday. Thanks to
the additional entrance and an improved ticket system, visitors only had to endure a short waiting
time.
Every fourth visitor came to RO-KA-TECH from abroad - thus continuing the trend that had
already become apparent at the last two events. Guests from a total of 59 nations around the globe
arrived this time - more than ever before (2017:43). In addition to countries such as Japan, China,
Australia, the USA and Canada, there were also extraordinary countries of origin such as Sierra
Leone and Bangladesh.
RO-KA-TECH has long since transcended its status as a niche event for the pipe and sewer
technology industry, as some exhibitors have confirmed. For example, the Bochum-based
technology provider I.S.T., which has so far primarily assembled its international clientele at IFAT
in Munich, has already set its sights on the next date in 2021. “RO-KA-TECH has become our clear
favourite.” said Managing Director Markus Dinklage.
For Frank Mersmann, Managing Director of the pipe liner manufacturer SAERTEX multiCom,
RO-KA-TECH will also be on the calendar in two years time: “Once again it was great. It is quite
hard to imagine that just a few years ago we were thinking of perhaps withdrawing completely.”
laughed Mersmann.
For Ralph Sluke and his VDRK team, planning for the next trade fair begins in the summer. The
next RO-KA-TECH will take place between 19 and 25 April 2021. Website: www.vdrk.de
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Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.

WATER LOSS FORUM AND NO-DIG TURKEY MEET IN ANKARA
The 5th Water Loss Forum and Exhibition will be
held by TSITT (Turkish Society for Infrastructure
and Trenchless Technology) in conjunction with the
No-Dig Turkey Conference and Exhibition between 9
and 11 October, 2019 at the Congresium International
Convention & Exhibition Centre in Ankara, Turkey.
Manufacturers, contractors, municipalities, utilities,
academicians, engineers and consultants will discuss
water loss control methods and trenchless solutions.
Several water loss control and trenchless projects
are ongoing in Turkish market. An investment of 10
billion Turkish Lira (US$1.5 billion) will be made by
Turkish municipalities and utilities in order to reach
the national water loss ratio goals by the year of
2023.

A packed conference hall at a previous
Water Loss Forum/No-Dig Turkey event.
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On the other hand,
The event also offered
200 km of cured-inplace pipe and close- a busy exhibition floor.
fit sliplining operations, and more than 100 km of
microtunnelling, pipe jacking and horizontal
directional drilling operations are successfully in
progress in Turkish market. More than 5,000 km
of pipelines will be inspected and cleaned by the
end of 2019.
Since hosting the ISTT’s 33rd International
No-Dig Conference and Exhibition in 2015,
TSITT has witnessed a rise in the number of
trenchless projects in Turkey. A Tunnelling and
Microtunnelling Seminar will be simultaneously held as a side event.
More than 1,000 participants and 50 exhibitors are expected to gather at these events. Websites:
www.waterlossforum.org and www.nodigturkey.com
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Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.

CALL FOR PAPERS FOR PP XX AMSTERDAM

T

he Plastic Pipes Conference Association (PPCA) has
issued a call for papers to be presented at its next
conference and exhibition, Plastic Pipes XX. Hosted in
Amsterdam at the Hotel Okura, this event will be held
between 21 and 23 September, 2020. Abstracts need to be
submitted in English by 22 October, 2019 and additional
guidelines are posted on the website.
“The main programme will comprise approximately 100
presentations relating to the design and development, testing,
installation and operation of plastic pipes systems.” stated
Sarah Patterson, Co-chair and Technical Program Manager of
PPXX. “The papers will detail technical solutions or
developments addressing engineering issues using plastic
pipes systems or components. Also, papers identifying market
trends for future growth of plastic pipes and components will
be accepted for consideration.”
2020 is seen as a landmark year for the plastic pipe industry. Zoran Davidovski, Chair of the
PPXX Organising Committee, is confident of further market growth. “Our technology and
commerce have always been propelled by ceaseless innovation throughout the entire supply chain.
This call for papers is expected to harvest some commercially significant developments from
Europe and particularly from North America and China where current growth in demand is
significant. New materials, applications and scientific advances are about to change the world of
plastic pipe systems in many respects and Amsterdam will provide a global medium for their
communication.”
Conference topic areas include market issues, plastic pipeline solutions, application areas for
plastic pipes, processing, test methods and performance of plastic pipes and fittings, sustainability
and case studies. The full list of key subjects is posted on the conference web page.
“In 2018, more than 400 delegates from 40 countries attended PPXIX in Las Vegas to review 93
technical papers, network at global level and connect with the 33 exhibiting companies.” remarked
Patterson. “Presentations were of high quality and the forum provided a genuine technical transfer
of knowledge and experience from the entire global industry. Our PPCA conferences typically serve
as a platform to facilitate communication between all stakeholders in the plastic pipe industry.”
Alternating between the United States and Europe every even numbered year, the three-day Plastic
Pipes Conference and Exhibition is the largest event of its kind which is focused solely on plastic
pipe systems and applications.
The event is hosted by the PPCA members: PE 100+ Association, Plastics Pipe Institute, Inc.
(PPI) and The European Plastic Pipes and Fittings Association (TEPPFA).
Information, online registration, exhibition space and sponsorship opportunities for Plastic Pipes
XX is now available at the website: www.ppxx.eu
The following sponsors are already on board for PLASTIC PIPE XX in Amsterdam:

Baerlocher and Rollepaal are Main Corporate sponsors

MOL, S&B Technical Products Hultec USA and LyondellBasell are Gold level sponsors

The European Plastic Pipe and Fittings Association (TEPPFA) is the Gala Dinner sponsor

KraussMaffei Berstorff is sponsor of the Welcome Reception

RTP Company is the Lunch sponsor

PVC4Pipes Association and PE100+Association are sponsors of the IPAD corners
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ATTENTION ALL BRISTOL NO-DIG ROADSHOW ATTENDEES –

A

CHANGE OF DATE

new date has been announced for the
Bristol No-Dig Road Show, in the UK
which will now be held on Tuesday 17
September 2019 at the De Vere Tortworth Court,
two days earlier than previous advertised.
PLEASE NOTE THIS CHANGE IN YOUR
DIARIES!
The exhibition and educational seminar
programme will provide an insight into the very
latest innovations in trenchless technology and
this year, the event is supported by Wessex
Water.
The event will see some 30 exhibitors on hand
to present their products and to discuss any
special applications you may be interested in.
The change of date also applies to the UKSTT IMPORTANT CHANGE OF DATE TO
Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony which NOTE IN YOUR DIARIES.
will now take place after the Bristol Road Show.
The UKSTT Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony will celebrate the best of the best in the
trenchless market across the UK and beyond with a drinks reception, three course meal and great
networking throughout the evening. Bookings can be made via www.nodigroadshows.co.uk or by
emailing Chantel Avis: cavis@westrade.co.uk
For anyone that has already booked hotel rooms direct with Tortworth Court please kindly confirm
by email to admin@ukstt.org.uk if you have. Westrade Group will personally see that these
bookings are changed and updated as required.
Alternatively, if you have reserved rooms with Westrade, these will already have been transferred
over to the new dates of Monday 16 September and Tuesday 17 September 2019 as appropriate.
Finally, if you require hotel rooms at Tortworth Court, please email Chantel:
cavis@westrade.co.uk your requirements and she will be happy to help with your arrangements.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2019

June 6
No-Dig Roadshow 2019 - Glasgow, UK
Details from: www.nodigroadshows.co.uk
June 13
Trenchless Romania 2019 - Bucharest, Romania.
Details from: www.trenchless-romania.com

If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk

June 18-19
VST - Ville Sans Tranchée - Chatou, France.
Details from: FSTT
July 17-18
Trenchless Asia 2019 - Jakarta, Indonesia.
Details from: www.trechlessasia.com
September 10-13
No-Dig Down Under 2019 - Melbourne, Australia.
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com

September 17
No-Dig Roadshow 2019 - Bristol, UK
Details from: www.nodigroadshows.co.uk
September 30 - October 2
37th International No Dig 2019 - Florence, Italy.
Details from: www.nodigflorence2019.com

October 9 -11
No-Dig Turkey 2019 in conjunction with the 5th Water Loss
Forum Turkey - Ankara, Turkey.
Details from: www.nodigturkey.com

2020

April 5-9
The NASTT 2020 No-Dig Show - Denver, Colorado, USA
Details from: http://nodigshow.com/
September 15-17
No-Dig Live 2020 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
September 21 -23
Plastic Pipes XX - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Details from: eva@evacon.hu
17-18 November
Trenchless Asia 2020 featuring the ISTT International No
-Dig - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com

2021

April 19-25
RO-KA-TECH 2021 - Kessel, Germany.
Details from: www.vdrk.de
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